
Music – 17th October 2021 

201  A Nitti Gritti record cleaning machine  - a highly regarded piece of kit for 

the deep cleaning of your vinyl records    

£150-200 

202  A lot of twenty five classical music albums in excellent condition with 

some sought after titles on offer here     

£40-50 

203  A lot of twenty five classical music albums in excellent condition with 

some sought after titles on offer here     

£40-50 

204  A Shostakovich seven album box set on Decca records - hard to find 

recordings and in VG+ condition with vinyl EX    

£70-90 

205  A selection of  Classical Box Sets - condition is VG+ with most of the vinyl 

being in Ex    

£30-40 

206  A five album Jethro Tull set in box - some wear to box but nothing 

serious - vinyl is EX    

£30-40 

207  A lavish box set ' The Ring ' Richard Wagner / Reginald Goodall - a lovely 

package in all over VG+ condition    

£40-50 

208  A lot of twenty five classical albums with some rare titles amongst this 

selection - all in VG+ or better shape    

£40-50 

209  A lot of twenty three classical albums with some rare titles amongst this 

selection - all in VG+ or better shape    

£40-50 

210  Heifetz plays Bach - rare recordings - three album set  - box has some 

wear - vinyl is EX     

£30-40 

211  A lot of four classical box sets in VG +  or better condition    

£15-25 

 

 

 



212  A rare programme / comic for the Pink Floyd ' Dark side of the moon ' 

tour from 1975 - a little tatty but complete and a tough one to find - no 

rips or tears and stapled together - this is an original - they have been 

reproduced in recent years but this isn't  a repro    

£30-40 

213  The Beatles - complete albums - EMI wooden roll shutter box edition - 

long deleted and sought after - in ex condition with vinyl appearing to be 

unplayed - also includes book , a lovely item that has been stored 

carefully since it was purchased in 1988    

£600-800 

214  A lot of two original albums by the Pink Floyd's enigmatic early front 

man ' Syd Barrett ' both on Harvest - there is some light sleeve wear but 

both been been play tested at VG+    

£30-40 

215  A ten album lot of Folk / Folk Rock albums with some interesting titles 

on offer here     

£25-35 

216  A ten album lot of Folk / Traditional  albums with some interesting titles 

on offer here     

£30-40 

217  A ten album lot of Folk / Traditional  albums with some interesting titles 

on offer here     

£30-40 

218  A ten album of World Music sounds - the market for world music records 

is starting take off , these titles are interesting and all in at least VG+   

£25-35 

219  A fifteen album of World Music sounds - the market for world music 

records is starting take off , these titles are interesting and all in at least 

VG+    

£30-40 

220  A boxed set of traditional Algerian Music - World music interest - the box 

has some wear , the vinyl and sleeves are in lovely condition as you can 

see by the photos     

£25-35 

221  A lot of eleven of Rock and Blues albums in VG+ - some better - some 

nice titles in this lot     

£30-40 



222  A lot of eleven of Folk / Folk Rock / singer songwriter albums in VG+ - 

some better - some nice titles in this lot     

£30-40 

223  A lot of eleven of Folk / Folk Rock / singer songwriter albums in VG+ - 

some better - some nice titles in this lot     

£30-40 

224  A lot of oddities on offer here with some show soundtracks , spoken 

word and more     

£15-25 

225  A third press of the Fairports folk rock masterpiece ' what we did on our 

holidays ' from 1969 - sleeve has some laminate lift and general wear - 

vinyl is VG  visually - play tested at VG+ would benefit from a pro clean - 

if you look at lot 201 this could be the answer  !     

£25-35 

226  A lot of two albums by UK folk singer Nic Jones , highly regarded but still 

under the radar with is albums becoming increasingly desirable - some 

sleeve wear as in photos with vinyl at VG+ - a nice lot and the first time 

we have had these for sale    

£40-50 

227  A lot of Dire Straits and related records with film soundtracks    

£15-25 

228  A lot of rock interest albums - AC/DC - Journey and Rush    

£15-25 

229  A lot of three albums by U2     

£15-25 

230  A mixed of approximately twenty albums with some twelve inch singles 

  £25-35 

231  A box set of ' in rainbows ' by Radiohead - cd's and  both vinyl records  

and in ex condition - vinyl cut and 45 rpm - long deleted     

£80-100 

232  A box set by Nitin Sawnhey - long deleted and in NM shape - wonderful 

music and a lavish package on offer here     

£30-40 

233  A Kraftwerk long out of print box set  ' Minimum Maximum ' four albums 

in this set - condition is NM / NM - a really exceptional collection  on 

offer here     

£150-200 



234  A sought after and long of print gatefold album from 1996 by indie / alt 

band Placebo - vinyl copies in their original form are elusive now   

£60-80 

235  A lot of three album by American Underground Guitar band ' the Dream 

Syndicate '     

£15-25 

236  A lot of three album by Sandy Denny with ' Northstar ' both being later 

Island issues    

£20-30 

237  A long out of print and now rare copy of Page and Plant's ' No Quarter ' 

in Ex     

£80-100 

238  A long out of print and now rare copy of Page and Plant's ' Walking into 

Clarksdale  ' in Ex     

£80-90 

239  A long out of print and now rare copy of Nirvana's ' ' from the muddy 

banks of the wishkah ' double album on Geffen - 1996 press    

£30-40 

240  A copy of ' Sky Blue Sky ' by Wilco in Ex - long deleted vinyl issue   

£60-80 

241  A copy of ' Summerteeth ' by Wilco in Ex - long deleted vinyl issue   

£60-80 

242  A rare vinyl press of the Smashing Pumpkins "Pisces Iscariot" EX-EX   

£60-80 

243  A copy of ' Oceania ' by the Smashing Pumpkins - original issue and long 

out of print    

£60-70 

244  A copy of ' Ghost ' by Wilco - rare and EX vinyl issue     

£30-40 

245  A lot of two albums by Kraftwerk    

£20-30 

246  A copy of ' Tigerlily ' by 10,000 maniacs front lady ' Natalie Merchant ' 

special two album limited numbered edition cut at 45 rpm - in Ex shape 

on the Mobile Fidelity Sound label    

£50-70 

247  A lot of three albums by the Alan Parsons Project / Prog Rock interest 

 £15-25 



248  A lot of four albums by Scottish folk band ' Capercaille ' not your average 

folk sounds with elements of ambient sounds and dub in the mix    

£20-30 

249  A UK original  ' Everything must go ' by the Manic Street Preachers - has 

small sticker to rear and what appears to be a  deletion hole in sleeve - 

still a rare piece and nice to own an original !     

£35-45 

250  An album by American singer - songwriter Joe Henry ' the kindness of 

the world ' from 1993 - vinyl was limited at the time and is now getting 

hard to locate    

£25-35 

251  A lot of two original albums by ambient / dark wave pioneers ' Godspeed 

you Black Emperor ! ' in EX condition    

£25-35 

252  A lot of three albums by US underground band ' Smog ' all in at least VG+

 £25-35 

253  A lot of two original albums by ' This Mortal Coil ' on 4AD / Cocteau 

Twins related     

£15-25 

254  A long out of print rare vinyl edition  of ' Figure 8 ' by Elliott Smith  - this 

is the two album version on the bongload label and prices for this have 

gone sky high since his tragic passing     

£120-140 

255  A two album lot of ' Dead Can Dance ' vinyl records    

£20-30 

256  A later gatefold press of the 1969 album by  street poet / avant garde 

artist ' Moondog '  in EX     

£15-25 

257  A copy of the long deleted alternative version of 'Moondance ' by Van 

Morrison - made for record store day    

£25-35 

258  A long out of print and sought after vinyl copy of ' Magic Time ' by Van 

Morrison in EX    

£80-100 

259  A three album lot by Van Morrison    

£20-30 



260  A nice gatefold vinyl album by electronic music pioneer ' John Foxx ' / 

Ultravox interest in EX    

£20-30 

261  A twelve album lot - mixed bag with some interesting titles     

£30-40 

262  A Simply Vinyl edition of the Wailer classic ' Exodus ' in EX     

£15-25 

263  A deleted yellow vinyl album by US underground band ' Golden Smog ' in 

EX     

£20-30 

264  A Lot of six albums by American Music Club ( 5 ) and a solo record by 

their front man Mark Eitzel - some wonderful music on offer here and all 

in at least VG+    

£50-70 

265  A set of autographs by 1960's beat band The Zombies - a record cover - 

Decca and what appears to be a fan club postcard - no providence with 

these but put against other sold ones they look right - the post mark on 

the envelope they were in ' St Albans ' was where the Zombies were 

from so that ties in nicely - a lovely Lot from a wonderful band     

£50-60 

266  A Copy of the long out print Joy Division book ' an ideal for living ' in soft 

back with a Factory 12" of ' love will tear us apart '     

£40-50 

267  An original copy of Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds ' the first born is dead  ' 

 £15-25 

268  A three album lot including Fleetwood Mac and Kate Bush    

£15-25 

269  A four album prog rock interest lot - the Traffic is a later press    

£20-30 

270  A sought after original UK press of ' up to our hips ' by the Charlatans - 

classic stuff in EX shape with inners     

£60-70 

271  A four album lot - Psychedelic  Furs and more on offer here     

£15-25 

272  A lot of Jazz and Classical - seven albums in total    

£15-25 



273  A seven album lot of Bob Dylan records - mix of original and later 

pressings - please ask for more details    

 £30-40 

274  A lot of two Bob Dylan infamous bootlegs ' Little White Wonder '    

£15-25 

275  An eight  album lot of Bob Dylan records - mix of original and later 

pressings - please ask for more details     

£30-40 

276  A ten  album lot of Bob Dylan records - mix of original and later pressings 

- please ask for more details     

£40-50 

277  A copy of ' spiritchaser ' by Dead Can Dance - original UK vinyl     

£25-35 

278  A copy of ' toward the within  ' by Dead Can Dance - original UK vinyl    

£30-40 

279  A copy of ' into the labyrinth   ' by Dead Can Dance - original UK vinyl    

£30-40 

280  A lot of five albums by INXS     

£15-25 

281  A vinyl box set of Bob Dylan's ' Biograph ' five records in total - some 

wear to box with vinyl in VG+     

£20-30 

282  A lot of twenty soul and black music related with compilations and more 

on offer here     

£20-30 

283  A lot of twenty soul and black music related with compilations and more 

on offer here     

£20-30 

284  A lot of twenty soul and black music related with compilations and more 

on offer here     

£20-30 

285  A lot of Van Morrison / Them albums - six in total    

£20-30 

286  A lot of four original Dire Straits vinyl albums     

£15-25 

287  A lot of six albums by Ry Cooder    

£20-30 



288  A lot of six albums by Leonard Cohen    

£20-30 

289  A lot of 20 rock / pop and more vinyl albums on offer here - viewing is 

recommended     

£20-30 

290  A lot of 20 rock / pop and more vinyl albums on offer here - viewing is 

recommended     

£20-30 

291  A lot of twenty soul and black music related vinyl albums     

£20-30 

292  The complete Buddy Holly - six album collection in box      

£15-25 

293  A mixed lot of approximately 110 vinyl albums - rock - pop - country and 

more on offer here - please come and view     

£20-30 

294  A mixed lot of approximately 120 vinyl albums - rock - pop - country and 

more on offer here - please come and view     

£20-30 

295  A lot of 30 compact discs with alternative rock , progressive and much 

more - some really interesting titles in this lot along with some rarities 

£25-35 

296  A lot of 30 compact discs with alternative rock , progressive and much 

more - some really interesting titles in this lot along with some rarities 

£25-35 

297  A lot of 30 compact discs with alternative rock , progressive and much 

more - some really interesting titles in this lot along with some rarities 

£25-35 

298  A lot of 30 compact discs with alternative rock , progressive and much 

more - some really interesting titles in this lot along with some rarities 

£25-35 

299  A Naim Audio Nait 3 Amplifier in excellent working condition - high end 

and desirable piece of kit on offer here     

£100-120 

300  An Arcam Alpha 8 compact disc player - highly regarded player - comes 

with original remote     

£50-60 
 


